
 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 22 Sept. 2023 

Compiled Fri. 22 Sept. 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities‖ 

 

Nothing Will Stop What's Coming! 

Huge BQQQmbs Incoming 

Digital War 

They Are Not Ready For This 

Trust The Plan 

We Will Win 

WWG1WGA!!! 

…Q 

 

It is only wise to put away a month’s supply of food, water, cash and essential supplies for 

yourself and to share with others. 

 

Things were not getting worse, they were getting uncovered. 

We must hold each other tight, and continue to pull back the veil. 

 

"America, the Dream Goes On," by John Williams - 4th of July Concert at West Point - 

YouTube 

 

Judy Note: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z3W8u_IXvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z3W8u_IXvg


"Some even believe we are part of a secret Cabal working against the best interests of the United 

States, characterizing my family and me as 'internationalists' and of conspiring with others 

around the world to build a more integrated global political and economic structure — one 

world, if you will. If that is the charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it." 

…David Rockefeller 

 On Sun. 17 Sept. the Presidential Doomsday Plane went airborne as Nuclear Warheads 

moved through North Dakota. 

 On that very same Sun. 17 Sept. we avoided a False Flag when a pilot, who claimed to 

have orders to attack Los Angeles with Direct Energy Weapons (as they did in Maui on 

Aug. 8), refused his orders and ejected into a backyard. His $100 million F35 Military 

fighter jet auto piloted for 60 miles to finally crash in South Carolina. Marines were 

ordered to ground all jets worldwide over the incident. https://beforeitsnews.com/war-

and-conflict/2023/09/missing-f-35-story-just-turned-up-side-down-heres-what-really-

happened-msm-silent-2479656.html 

 The above information came from the Global Alliance Military, or White Hats, who 

some better know to be part of the Q Movement. 

 The Q Movement first began when Military Generals got together after the assassination 

of President Lincoln, then was formally organized after the assassination of President 

Kennedy and became the Worldwide Q Movement with the election of President Trump. 

 The Q Movement was mandated to take down Globalists who had ruled the World for 

centuries through their complete control of the Global Financial System.  

 In the 110 years since the Globalists created the US Federal Reserve and IRS for the 

purpose of stealing all US Taxpayer monies, we have seen an over 3,000 percent 

inflation.  

 In 1994 through the UN, the Globalists blackmailed 160 nations into an agreement to 

reduce the World population to 800 million by 2030. 

 Globalist leader Barak Obama was the grandson of Hitler – who, along with his 

cronies at the end of World War II, didn‘t commit suicide but escaped to Argentina 

through aid of the Vatican and CIA. 

 Both Bush presidents, along with the Clintons and Obamas, were traitors. Under this 

Cabal leadership Hitler and his generals were rescued, received protection throughout 

their lives and then in turn, aided in the set up of the CIA and their Mind Control 

experiments on children throughout Canadian and US Universities and hospitals. The 

Cabal then proceeded to collect billions for their rich Globalist friends through the fake 

US Space Program; set up and ran Project Mockingbird to control the Mainstream Media 

narrative that covered things up throughout the Globe, plus assassinated President 

Kennedy for trying to take down the privately owned by Globalists Federal Reserve that 

has stolen trillions of US Taxpayer monies while creating massive US debt since it‘s 

inception in the 1913.  

https://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2023/09/missing-f-35-story-just-turned-up-side-down-heres-what-really-happened-msm-silent-2479656.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2023/09/missing-f-35-story-just-turned-up-side-down-heres-what-really-happened-msm-silent-2479656.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-conflict/2023/09/missing-f-35-story-just-turned-up-side-down-heres-what-really-happened-msm-silent-2479656.html


 These Globalist Traitors didn‟t stop there. They arranged for the murder of millions 

through their World Depopulation Agenda by designing 9/11 and a fake Corona Virus 

and Vaccine that infected and controlled the masses. Now their second Plan-demic was 

on it‘s way into your home and family. 

 Covid-19 was considered a scam and the single biggest transfer of wealth to the super 

rich Elite the World has ever known. 

 The head of the Banker Cartel, the Rothschild Family, patented their poisonous 

Covid-19 Biometric Tests in 2015 and 2017.  

 17,000 doctors and scientists have signed a treaty that declared: "The data confirms 

that the COVID-19 experimental genetic therapy injections must end. They can damage 

your heart, your brain, your reproductive tissue, and your lungs." 

 Obamacare was set up for one reason: to traffick children through a tracking system 

that used so-called ―confidential‖ medical records in hospitals nationwide. 

 Beginning in 2016 US Attorney General for Utah John Huber and his 74 investigators 

began investigating, filed and served over 500,000 indictments, plus held Grand Juries in 

various states on Global and Political Elites. 

 The Military first began serving indictments on and arresting the higher up Elites in 

Nov. 2020, but were now working on perpetrators at the more local level.  

 Starting in Jan. 2021, Military Arrests and Tribunals were well in progress at the White 

House, US Capitol and GITMO. 

 Right now the US Navy was holding Tribunals in Naval ships sitting at certain ports 

across the Globe. Guilty defendants were then flown to GITMO and other so-designated 

islands for incarceration and execution.  

 Thurs. 21 Sept. ―The US Government is going to shut down in 11 days (Mon. 2 Oct),‖ 

says Representative Byron Donalds. 

 President Trump was responsible for ending the Roe vs Wade law that permitted 

abortions and the yearly massacre of millions of unborn babies, along with a Planned 

Parenthood lucrative sale of their organs, plus fetal cells to food companies for 

consumption by the American people – forcing unaware people into a Satanic ritual of 

eating the flesh of another human being. 

 Putin was not a bad guy. With Ukraine always being a part of Russia, Putin has 

pretty much completed the rescue of it‘s citizens from their UN/Nazi Satan worshipping 

dictators; uncovered and destroyed 30 illegal US bio weapon labs found in Ukraine 

Underground Tunnels, while saving hundreds of children the Nazis were using in 

Adrenochrome Production and Organ Harvesting. Well well well…The MSM are 

Starting to Admit They Lied About the War in Ukraine! - American Media Group (amg-

news.com) 

 This week a bankruptcy by the world‘s largest real estate company, the Chinese 

Communist Party‘s Evergrande Corporation, was set to cause a Global Housing & 

Economic Collapse. 

https://amg-news.com/well-well-wellthe-msm-are-starting-to-admit-they-lied-about-the-war-in-ukraine/
https://amg-news.com/well-well-wellthe-msm-are-starting-to-admit-they-lied-about-the-war-in-ukraine/
https://amg-news.com/well-well-wellthe-msm-are-starting-to-admit-they-lied-about-the-war-in-ukraine/


 Under the Q Movement the World will soon be changing from the Gregorian Calendar 

back to the Julian Calendar. 

 “Conspiracy Theorist” was a term made popular by the CIA to stop critical thinkers 

from asking questions about the JF Kennedy Assassination. 

Judy Note: If you were reading this Update on, or from Operation Disclosure Official, be 

aware that some information has been redacted. For a complete un-redacted version, see a PDF 

copy at the end of the Update on Operation Disclosure Official. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 On Feb. 4 2021 the US Inc. Bankruptcy was finalized, the paperwork filed in 

Tallahassee, Florida. 

 On Fri. 1 Sept. 2023 full integration of the Quantum Financial System took place after 

the US National Debt of close to $33 Trillion was written off. This triggered the Global 

Currency Reset. 

 On Fri. 8 Sept. 2023 monies were moving for the Global Currency Reset with Yellow 

Dragon Bonds paid out in Zurich while in Reno, the Admiral put in Redemption Codes 

and gave the Green Light. 

 Fri. 8 Sept. was an interesting date in that on the same day the Cabal was using Direct 

Energy Weapons to destroy Lahaina Maui Hawaii, leaving hundreds of men, women and 

children burned to death, at least 4,500 displaced and over two thousand children gone 

missing, presumed kidnapped by the Cabal.  

 To this date of Fri. 22 Sept. the fate of the 2,000 children was not yet known, other than 

the 15 emancipated children rescued by Navy Seals from small cages sitting in sealed 

containers on a Honolulu Dock. Yet, the Mainstream Media has yet to cover the story. 

Navy SEALs Save Missing Maui Children | Real Raw News   

 As of Fri. 15 Sept. 97 of the top 100 Central Banks were becoming fully operational 

under the QFS + RTGS system. The remaining 82 smaller Central Banks were gearing up 

for this transition. Banks were no longer independent, but working for the US and other 

nation‘s Treasuries. When you go into a bank like Wells Fargo to exchange, you are not 

doing business with Wells Fargo. You are doing business with the US Treasury. They are 

contracting with that bank to use the space, but the people don‘t work for the bank. They 

are contracted by the US Treasury. 

 On that same Fri. 15 Sept. Iraq RVd their Dinar. 

 On Mon. 18 Sept. Iraq addressed the UN and it was assumed, declared their Sovereignty 

as a nation – something required in order for them to participate in the Global Financial 

System. 

 On Wed. 20 Sept. Iraq publicly released their new Dinar Rate to their citizens – five 

days after they RVd – a requirement under their Constitution.  

https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/navy-seals-save-missing-maui-children/


 Wed. 20 Sept. Rod Steel on PPN said the currency dealers were given notice that a rate 

change for Iraqi Dinars was imminent. They will have to stop selling two hours before it 

was publicly announced. 

 On Thurs. 21 Sept. several Tier 3 Bond Holders confirmed that they have received their 

funds in accounts, but would not have access to them until Tier 4b was liquid – which 

was expected at any time. 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. RV Highlights Tomas: “The reason for the current excitement of this 

ending soon is that Iraq officially RVd last Fri. 15 Sept. They did whatever needed to be 

done publicly at the UN on Mon. 18 Sept. Wed. 20 Sept. was (new Dinar Rate) release 

day publicly in Iraq, five days after they RVd. That's built into their Constitution. That's 

why Wolverine is happy also. That‘s why Iraqi returns to Sovereignty. All nations have 

to be Sovereign to operate under the QFS financial system.‖ 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. Bruce: The new Dinar rate was published in the Iraqi Gazette on Wed. 

20 Sept. Us, the Internet Group of Tier4b, should get started on our appointments by Sat. 

23 Sept. and should get notification to set those appointments by Fri. 22 Sept. or Sat. 23 

Sept. There will be increase in SS and reclamation bonuses to be paid out in Oct. 

 Fri. 22 Sept. was said to be the dawn of the Global Financial Reset.  

 MarkZ: From everything I am hearing – I think the window opens Wed. 20 Sept. and 

would be completed by Tues. 10 Oct. Rumors were that some Bond people have been 

paid but were not yet liquid.  

 Texas Snake: “My source anticipates his exchange centers to be open and operational 

this coming week if no other obstacles present themselves. Everything I‘ve read 

indicates this has to be CONCLUDED by month‟s end. GOD Bless.‖ 

 On 1 Oct. all banks were required to be working with the gold/asset-backed Quantum 

Financial System rather than the old fiat US Dollar SWIFT System. The US Legislature 

has refused to recognize the Cabal‘s fiat digital currency system that they planned to 

install and activate this Fall. 

 On Wed. 1 Nov. Currency Exchanges and Zim Bond Redemptions were to be completed, 

at which time the US Federal Dollar would be considered worthless.  

 Thurs. 21 Sept. BOOM! Ben Fulford: The Real Reason Behind Those Wells Fargo 

Emails! Inside the Exclusive World of Redemption Centers! - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

B. Thurs. 21 Sept. 2023 Bruce, The Big Call The Big Call Universe (ibize.com)  667-770-

1866, pin123456#, 667-770-1865 

 The new Dinar rate was published in the Iraqi Gazette on Wed. 20 Sept, which means 

the Iraqi Dinar has RVd. 

 Us, the Internet Group of Tier4b, should get started on our appointments by Sat. 23 

Sept. and should get notification to set those appointments by Fri. 22 Sept. or Sat. 23 

Sept. 

https://amg-news.com/boom-ben-fulford-the-real-reason-behind-those-wells-fargo-emails-inside-the-exclusive-world-of-redemption-centers/
https://amg-news.com/boom-ben-fulford-the-real-reason-behind-those-wells-fargo-emails-inside-the-exclusive-world-of-redemption-centers/
https://amg-news.com/boom-ben-fulford-the-real-reason-behind-those-wells-fargo-emails-inside-the-exclusive-world-of-redemption-centers/
http://www.ibize.com/tbc/


 2 ½ hours after the numbers come out we could have an appointment. 

 On Wed. 4 Oct. between 1 pm and 2:10 pm EST a transition will be made on phones, 

Internet and TV to the new Star Link Satellite System. We won‘t have service during that 

time. The service will come up around 2:10 pm and will be a much faster Internet and 

phone services. 

 On par rates on the Zim and very good rates on the currencies. 

 There will be increase in SS and reclamation bonuses will be paid out in Oct. 

C. Economic Crisis: 

 Energy crisis and mass strikes loom over US economy amid modest growth, according 

to the FED 

 With senior U.S. officials repeatedly claiming that there are no signs that the national 

economy is entering a downturn, prices at the pump in America rose to their highest 

levels of the year. 

 The US may face obstacles to achieve a "soft landing," as Federal Reserve Chairman 

Jerome Powell has cautioned against new risks such as the autoworkers strike and rising 

energy prices economy. 

 On Wednesday, he addressed the reporters and expressed concerns about possible 

temporary inflation spikes due to the escalating oil prices and the ongoing auto strike. 

Additionally, he emphasized that an impending government shutdown could potentially 

have a detrimental impact on economic growth. 

D. Restored Republic: 

 Rumored Schedule: EBS goes off; Markets shut down; Disclosure for 3-10 days and 

notification by Wells Fargo to Tier4b to make exchange/redemption appointments (in the 

US there were 8 Call Centers and 7,000 Redemption Centers). 

 Sat. 23 Sept: Fall Equinox completes: Is Something Going Down September 23rd? The 

Answer May Shock You! | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 24 Sept. Predicted Biden Arrest 

 Sun. 1 Oct. all banks have to be working with the new Quantum Financial System.  

 Wed. 4 Oct. Cabal Emergency Alert System Test - 10 days went dark in 1582 same 

day as the Cabal has planned a nationwide test of the Emergency Alert System 

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/dating

documents/juliangregorian.aspx#:~:text=By%20that%20stage%2C%20the%20Julian,158

2%2C%20thus%20correcting%20the%20error.&text=In%20Great%20Britain%2C%20th

e%20new%20calendar%20was%20adopted%20in%20September%201752 

Cabal EAS: 

https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1695835699218456749?t=zERwVHyLtgYx5Nie-

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/09/is-something-going-down-september-23rd-the-answer-may-shock-you-2545127.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/09/is-something-going-down-september-23rd-the-answer-may-shock-you-2545127.html
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/datingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx#:~:text=By%20that%20stage%2C%20the%20Julian,1582%2C%20thus%20correcting%20the%20error.&text=In%20Great%20Britain%2C%20the%20new%20calendar%20was%20adopted%20in%20September%201752
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/datingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx#:~:text=By%20that%20stage%2C%20the%20Julian,1582%2C%20thus%20correcting%20the%20error.&text=In%20Great%20Britain%2C%20the%20new%20calendar%20was%20adopted%20in%20September%201752
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/datingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx#:~:text=By%20that%20stage%2C%20the%20Julian,1582%2C%20thus%20correcting%20the%20error.&text=In%20Great%20Britain%2C%20the%20new%20calendar%20was%20adopted%20in%20September%201752
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/researchguidance/datingdocuments/juliangregorian.aspx#:~:text=By%20that%20stage%2C%20the%20Julian,1582%2C%20thus%20correcting%20the%20error.&text=In%20Great%20Britain%2C%20the%20new%20calendar%20was%20adopted%20in%20September%201752
https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1695835699218456749?t=zERwVHyLtgYx5Nie-X8LRA&s=19


X8LRA&s=19  https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/white-hats-to-disable-phones-mobile-

devices-during-fema-eas-test-on-october-4/ 

E. Tues. 19 Sept. Military EBS Activation: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/military-ebs-activated-3799319.html 

 1963 President John Kennedy was assassinated because he was about to free the World 

from Globalist control. 

 The US Military, combined with other Patriot Militaries of the World, has been working 

since to free The People from Globalist control. 

 The Bush presidents, along with Clinton and Obama, were traitors.  

 Trump has been working with the Military in what is known as the Q Movement. 

 People with top clearance within the Military known as the Q Team have been 

working with Trump to free the World from these Globalists. 

 In 2020 the fake virus scare was the Globalist‘s attempt to take over a World 

Government. The virus was developed in China‘s Wuhan Lab and paid for by Bill Gates 

under cooperation of Barak Obama. 

 The next phase was to instigate China to take over World Power from US held 

power. Instead the Q Team created NESARA and GESARA. 

 To instigate NESARA and GESARA the Military‘s Emergency Broadcast System 

(EBS) will take over worldwide broadcasts – no Internet, TV, radio – for ten days. 

 Globalist World leaders and corrupt political officials will be arrested and willingly 

step down. 

 GESARA assures that nations can no longer go to war with each other. 

 NESARA assures that Globalist no longer have control over US Taxpayer dollars. 

 Totally transparent and secure GESARA Block chain Elections over the new Star 

Link Satellite Internet will pave the way for leaner, more efficient political elections 

worldwide, plus creates a US Government that‘s 10% of what it is now. 

 The Internet will be rebooted. The British Royal Family, Mossad, Five Eyes, CIA and 

other agencies that once held power will be taken down. Globalist Companies like 

Microsoft, Walmart and Amazon will be gone or taken over.  

 The Mainstream Media currently under control of the Mossad and Operation 

Mockingbird‘s influence, will be wiped out. The only information that will remain will 

be honest and true as assured by the Military. 

 A new Quantum Financial System, Quantum Voting and Quantum Healing will 

become the norm.  

F. Maui Massacre – an Urgent Plea For Help: The capitol of the Sovereign Nation of Hawaii 

in Lahaina Maui has been destroyed. Hundreds of men, women and children were presumed 

dead. Over two thousand children were still missing. At least 4,500 displaced.  

https://twitter.com/disclosetv/status/1695835699218456749?t=zERwVHyLtgYx5Nie-X8LRA&s=19
https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/white-hats-to-disable-phones-mobile-devices-during-fema-eas-test-on-october-4/
https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/white-hats-to-disable-phones-mobile-devices-during-fema-eas-test-on-october-4/
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/military-ebs-activated-3799319.html


 15 out of 2,000 missing Maui Massacre Children found by Navy Seals: Navy SEALs 

Save Missing Maui Children | Real Raw News   

 No Media Coverage on 2,000 Still-Missing Maui Children Believed Kidnapped | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

Any aid you could give to help those suffering tremendous losses would be greatly appreciated.  

Be Careful Where You Donate: The Kingdom of Akua Foundation‘s Malama Lahaina Website 

was the only official and authorized site solely dedicated to and run by the Hawaiian Native 

Peoples: Malama Lahaina - Pūpūkahi i Holomua  Donations (malamalahaina.org) 

G. Help Save Our Constitution – It‟s Hanging By A Thread: You can add your letter of 

support to the ongoing Brunson Petitions by going to: www.enoughisenough.me  

SCOTUSLetter.pdf (brunsonbrothers.com) Brunson Brothers Music – Petition The Supreme 

Court… 

H. For over five years Barbie and Ken Cromar have been battling for our right of Freedom 

from the privately owned US Inc.‟s Goliath IRS. Even after they had won their case in a 

federal tax court that ruled they owed no monies to the IRS, 27 men SWAT teams took away 

their fully paid for home and all their possessions including expensive camera equipment Ken 

used to make a living, and then incarcerated Ken. A Tues. 12 Sept. 2023 interview Ken Cromar 

gave from jail – a must hear for all Patriots: http://www.lnrlive.com/audio  

I. Donations were Needed in these Battles for our Freedom  -  But you get COOL Liberty 

stuff! All try to help each other financially by sharing donations that pay for the printing, 

postage, travel, mailings and service of legal documents to the criminals and courts. 

Your donation can help to make miracles happen! See what cool stuff a Miracles donation can 

get you. Shopping page: https://393817.e-junkie.com/  http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-

miracles/  

J. The Real News for Thurs. 21 Sept. 2023: 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. Explosive Intel, Dr. Jan Halper Hayes: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/dr-jan-halper-hayes-explosive-intel-are-

the-american-people-ready-for-whats-about-to-happen-video-3799415.html 

 Rupert Murdock was stepping down as chair of Fox and News Corp. We are 

witnessing the collapse of the Mockingbird MSM in real time 

 Insider Alert . . . Governments Planning For A Major Event, Embassies Stocking Up 

(Video) (rumormillnews.com) 

 Miranda Devine in Mark Levin interview: ―This was Election Interference. The 

disinformation was coming from the FBI, Facebook, Adam Schiff and Democrat 

Operatives. This (intel from the Hunter Biden Laptop) was a very damaging story to 

https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/navy-seals-save-missing-maui-children/
https://realrawnews.com/2023/09/navy-seals-save-missing-maui-children/
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/09/no-media-coverage-on-2000-still-missing-maui-children-believed-kidnapped-2495240.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/09/no-media-coverage-on-2000-still-missing-maui-children-believed-kidnapped-2495240.html
https://www.malamalahaina.org/
https://www.malamalahaina.org/updates
http://www.enoughisenough.me/
https://brunsonbrothers.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/SCOTUSLetter.pdf
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
https://brunsonbrothers.com/
http://www.lnrlive.com/audio
https://393817.e-junkie.com/
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-miracles/
http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-miracles/
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/dr-jan-halper-hayes-explosive-intel-are-the-american-people-ready-for-whats-about-to-happen-video-3799415.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/dr-jan-halper-hayes-explosive-intel-are-the-american-people-ready-for-whats-about-to-happen-video-3799415.html
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229517
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229517


Biden before the Election and they were going to kill it.‖ The bottom line: the Election 

was rigged and stolen. 

 Four key facts will never change: (1) Hunter Biden sat on Burisma‘s board. (2) He was 

unqualified to do so. (3) Burisma pressured him to get D.C. to act on policy issues in 

Ukraine. (4) Joe Biden did just that. So, did the US Department of Justice slow-walk the 

Hunter Biden investigation to hide the Burisma scandal? 

 Rep. Thomas Massie: Elon Musk was a Democrat who admittedly supported Biden but 

then he became a critic of the administration and exposed the censorship regime. Now 

per public reports the DOJ has opened not one but two investigations of Elon Musk… 

These look like mafia tactics. 

 Wed. 20 Sept. The Coming Military Tribunals: CIA, JFK Assassination, DARPA, Deep 

State, Epstein Scandal, World Health Crisis, Digital Currency, WEF, DAVOS, UN, 

NATO, Elite Agendas, Mockingbird Operation - American Media Group (amg-

news.com) 

 Wed. 20 Sept. The Economic Collapse Has Begun: 15 Big Restaurant Chains That Are 

In Deep, Deep Trouble - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Wed. 20 Sept: Putin And Trump vs The New World Order: The Final Battle - American 

Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Sadiq Khan's office was caught bribing scientists with £800,000 to fudge data on ULEZ 

pollution reduction. Now they have again been caught manipulating scientific results to 

create the carbon harm delusion. 

K. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican, Housed in China‟s Three Gorges Dam: 

 Biden/Obama Tied to Child Sex Trafficking; Children, Bodies Rescued from US Bio-

weapon Labs Under Biden Ukraine Property | Politics | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thousands of Children Rescued, Mutilated Bodies Recovered, from Biden-owned 

Ukraine Property Containing US Run Bio-Weapon Labs | Politics | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fauci, Big Pharma Tortuous Experiments on Foster Children – Over 200 Died | Politics | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Catholics, Government, Elites Kidnapped, Tortured, Killed Native Women, Children – 

well over 60,000 | Canada | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

L. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 

H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chemtrail/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoax: 

https://amg-news.com/the-coming-military-tribunals-cia-jfk-assassination-darpa-deep-state-epstein-scandal-world-health-crisis-digital-currency-wef-davos-un-nato-elite-agendas-mockingbird-operation/
https://amg-news.com/the-coming-military-tribunals-cia-jfk-assassination-darpa-deep-state-epstein-scandal-world-health-crisis-digital-currency-wef-davos-un-nato-elite-agendas-mockingbird-operation/
https://amg-news.com/the-coming-military-tribunals-cia-jfk-assassination-darpa-deep-state-epstein-scandal-world-health-crisis-digital-currency-wef-davos-un-nato-elite-agendas-mockingbird-operation/
https://amg-news.com/the-coming-military-tribunals-cia-jfk-assassination-darpa-deep-state-epstein-scandal-world-health-crisis-digital-currency-wef-davos-un-nato-elite-agendas-mockingbird-operation/
https://amg-news.com/15-big-restaurant-chains-that-are-in-deep-deep-trouble/
https://amg-news.com/15-big-restaurant-chains-that-are-in-deep-deep-trouble/
https://amg-news.com/putin-and-trump-vs-the-new-world-order-the-final-battle/
https://amg-news.com/putin-and-trump-vs-the-new-world-order-the-final-battle/
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
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 They are developing plant-based 'vaccines' intended to be seamlessly integrated into 

the food supply, all without the public's awareness. Guess which billionaire philanthropist 

was buying more farmland in the US than anyone else? 

 6 Dec. 2021: Why the COVID Jab Is the Most Deadly Vaccine in History, RFK Jr. 

"The younger you are, the more likely you'll get Myocarditis, which is what's killing 

people from heart attacks. 50% of the people who get Myocarditis, according to historical 

data, will be dead or require a heart transplant within five years. One in 2700 boys will 

get Myocarditis from this vaccine. That's 373 people per million." 

M. Dr. Jan Halper Hayes (who was on Trump‟s transition team), “The Military wanted to 

Get Rid of Obama until they Asked Trump to Run - EO 13848.”  

 “The military had actually wanted to get rid of Obama until they talked Trump into 

running. So then, they had to make sure that all that fraud that the democrats & Rinos, 

usually do in an election did not happen in 2016. 

 September 12, 2018, EO 13848– you can ask, how did Trump know to write those 

things to then put in an Executive Order & even to refer to the election of 2020? Because 

he was fully briefed. He knew there‘d be cheating in the midterms. And he knew 2020 

was gonna happen.  

 You can‟t tell people these things. You have to make them experience it. You have to 

show them. Whether it‘s just Trumps plan or part of the military that has been trying to 

get rid of the corruption for decades, the fact is it is an exceedingly smart plan with 

awareness. 

 I had been hoping that in 2022 we were going to have some exposure. I found out after 

the fact that it was to find the low hanging fruit. They already figured the high hanging 

fruit.‖ 

N. Thurs. 21 Sept. Military Insider Intel: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/09/military-insider-i-am-risking-everything-to-share-

this-with-you-2545257.html 

 Anonymous is the most famous „hacktivist‟ group in the world. The informal nature of 

the group makes its mechanics difficult to define. Subsequently, without a formal 

organizational hierarchy, it‘s difficult to explain Anonymous to the general public and the 

media. In this article, I‘ll explain the history of the group, and offer some clarity on 

what‘s misunderstood about them. 

 „Hacktivist‟ is a portmanteau of „hacker‟ and „activist‟. When people have technical 

skills, have access to the Internet, and understand how network infrastructure and servers 

work, it can be tempting to put that knowledge into having some effect on the world. The 

‗activist‘ part of ‗hacktivist‘ means that they don‘t do their hacking and cracking without 

a cause. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/09/military-insider-i-am-risking-everything-to-share-this-with-you-2545257.html
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 The various people behind Anonymous worldwide are united in the belief that 

corporations and organizations they consider to be corrupt should be attacked. If you‘re 

an administrator for a network that has little reason to be a target for social activists, your 

network and servers are unlikely to become a target for Anonymous. 

 If for some reason you believe your network might become a target, I recommend 

testing it for handling DDoS attacks, as that‘s the most common method Anonymous uses 

to bring down web servers. 

O. Wed. 20 Sept. BOMBSHELL FIRST TIME EXPOSÉ: The Khazarian Cabal vs. President 

John F. Kennedy: A Fight to the Death - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 President Kennedy quite stealthily employed a number of high-integrity female agents, 

who could be trusted with highly classified matters. Each of these ‗glamor woman‘, some 

of whom posed as paramours, were assigned missions and/or tasks of the greatest 

significance during JFK‘s curtailed term as POTUS.  

 Marilyn Monroe was such a trusted confidante of JFK‘s, who played a major part in 

covertly assisting in the resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis in her role as ―Masha.‖ 

 President Kennedy enlisted Monroe to back-channel highly sensitive information to 

Russian President Nikita Khrushchev in order to prevent that international crisis from 

exploding later in October of 1962. Her primary assignment was to establish a secret line 

of communication with Khrushchev, which she accomplished.  

 Monroe was then supposedly “killed” by the C.I.A. on August 4, 1962 to quickly 

terminate her vital mission, as well as her clandestine relationship with JFK. 

P. 16 Reasons Why Gadafi Was Killed, Ben Fulford: 

1. Libya has no electricity bill, electricity came free of charge to all citizens. 

2. There were no interest rates on loans, the banks were state-owned, and the loan of citizens by 

law 0%. 

3. Kadafi promised not to buy a house for his parents until everyone in Libya owned a home. 

4. All newlywed couples in Libya received 60,000 dinars from the government & because of 

that, they bought their own apartments & started their families. 

5. Education & medical treatment in Libya are free. Before Gaddafi, there were only 25% 

readers, 83% during his reign 

6. If Libyans wanted to live on a farm, they received free household appliances, seeds, and 

livestock. 

7. If they cannot receive treatment in Libya, the state would fund them $2300+ accommodation 

& travel for treatment abroad. 

https://amg-news.com/bombshell-first-time-expose-the-khazarian-cabal-vs-president-john-f-kennedy-a-fight-to-the-death/
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8. If you buy a car, the government finances 50% of the price. 

9. The price of gasoline became $ 0.14 per liter. 

10. Libya had no external debt, and reserves were $150 billion (now frozen worldwide) 

11. Since some Libyans can't find jobs after school, the government will pay the average salary 

when they can't find a job. 

12. Part of oil sales in Libya are directly linked to the bank accounts of all citizens. 

13. The mother who gave birth to the child will receive $5000 

14. 40 loaves of bread cost $0.15. 

15. 25% of Libyans had all Ilisna diplomas. 

16. Kadafi has implemented the world's biggest irrigation project known as the "BIG MAN 

PROJECT" to ensure water availability in the desert. 

Q. Must Watch Videos: 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. Situation Update: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/situation-update-092123-trump-return-q-

post-white-hats-intel-derek-johnson-decode-sganon-3799444.html 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. Situation Update: https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/judy-

byington-the-best-is-yet-to-come-its-time-never-give-up-hope-god-has-a-plan-special-

intel-report-for-thurs-21-sept-2023-video-3799418.html 

 Tues. 19 Sept. Situation Update: https://beforeitsnews.com/war-and-

conflict/2023/09/situation-update-missing-f-35-armed-with-direct-energy-weapons-pilot-

ordered-to-attack-a-us-city-but-disobeyed-orders-ejected-false-flag-dew-attack-avoided-

msm-silent-nato-preparing-2479635.html 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. Intel, Halper: https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2023/09/dr-jan-

halper-hayes-explosive-intel-are-the-american-people-ready-for-whats-about-to-happen-

video-3799415.html 

 Thurs. 21 Sept. X22 Report: https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-

conservative/2023/09/x22-report-live-deep-state-just-played-their-hand-you-are-

witnessing-the-destruction-of-the-old-guard-must-video-3673178.html 

 Wed. 20 Sept. EBS, Alex Jones: https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/09/new-alex-

jones-emergency-broadcast-us-government-sprayed-american-cities-with-deadly-

chemicals-radioactive-particles-2545211.html 

R. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 
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Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

S. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

T. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
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to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

U. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 21, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 21 

SEPTEMBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229500 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 20, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 20 

SEPTEMBER 2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229438 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 19, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 19 

SEPTEMBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229392 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 18, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 18 

SEPTEMBER 2023   https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229358 
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Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 16, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 16 

SEPTEMBER 2023 https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229285 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 15, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 15 

SEPTEMBER 2023 (rumormillnews.com) 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 14, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 14 

SEPTEMBER 2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229177 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 13, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official  (NEED 

TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 13 

SEPTEMBER 2023  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=229122 
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